
Aigators can go through 3,000 tth in their lifetime.Alligator
Bison
Bear

Elephant
Owl
Hippo
Monkey

Red Panda
Snake
Zebra
Lion

Gorilla
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ZooAnimal Facts
Bison have reay gd hearing and sme but can’t s very we.

Brown bears can eat 90 pounds of fd in one day. 
Oers have to clean themselves often with their tth and paws in 
order for their coat to stay waterprf. 
An elephant’s tusks never stop growing.

Owls do not have true eyebas. Their eyes are completely iobile.

A group of hios is caed a bloat.

A howler monkey can be heard up to 3 miles away.

Gorias have unique nose prints like humans have unique fingerprints.

Red pandas spend most of their life in trs and are known for their 
acrobatic skis.

Female lions do the hunting whereas males protect the pride.

Zebras are social animals and live in large herds.

Snakes sme with their tongue.

Otter



Turtles have bn around since the time of dinosaurs.Turtle
Wolf
Fox

Tiger
Lizard
Bird

Flamingo

Frog

Penguin

Giraffe
Rhino
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ZooAnimal Facts
Wolf pups are born blind and deaf. 

A baby fox is caed a kit.
Bats are important to the planet because they are poinators just like 
buerflies and bs. 

No two tigers have the same stripe paern.

Some lizards can detach their tail in order to escape a predator.

The bones of many birds weigh le than their feathers.

A baby flamingo is born white. 

The Goliath frog is the biest frog in the world. It can weigh more 
than 7 lbs.

Ox peckers often perch themselves on a Rhino’s back.

Giraes get water from leaves so they only nd to drink once every 
few days.

Male emperor penguins are responsible for kping the es warm. They 
wi go 2 months without fd while they do so. 

Bat


